USE OF DERMOGLANDULAR FLAP (BUROW’S TRIANGLE) AFTER NEOADJUVANCE IN UPPER QUADRANT TUMORS OF THE BREAST
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ABSTRACT

Mastectomy has been, in the past, the first treatment of choice for locally advanced breast tumors, especially when the neoadjuvant response is partial, and the tumor’s location doesn’t allow an aesthetic outcome when using usual quadrantectomy. Oncoplastic techniques are good solutions for these tumors allowing to resect big areas, removing the whole tumor and preserving breast symmetry. This case describes a dermoglandular flap technique to be used in advanced upper quadrant tumors in post neoadjuvance patients.
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RESUMO

A mastectomia foi, no passado, o tratamento de escolha para tumores localmente avançados da mama, especialmente quando a resposta neoadjuvante é parcial e a localização tumoral não permite um bom resultado estético usando como técnica a quadrantectomia. Técnicas oncoplásticas são ótimas opções para esses tumores, uma vez que se ressecam grandes áreas, removendo todo o tumor e preservando a simetria mamária. Este caso descreve uma técnica de retalho dermoglandular a ser usado em tumores do quadrante superior em uma paciente pós-neoadjuvância.
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INTRODUCTION

Neoadjuvant systemic treatment has been the choice for locally advanced tumors as an attempt to improve surgical options and decrease the necessity of mastectomies without reducing the oncological benefit.

The reconstruction of partial defects of the breast in the upper quadrants took Grisotti and Calabrese to describe the area as a “no man’s land”. The use of dermoglandular flaps is a good oncoplastic choice to maintain breast symmetry without the need to operate the opposite breast. The Burow’s triangle flap is indicated for tumors of upper medial quadrants and union of upper quadrants.

This case report shows the combination of oncoplastic techniques in a locally advanced tumor after neoadjuvant therapy and whose response was not satisfactory to obtain oncological and esthetics benefits.

CASE REPORT

R.B.M., 35 years old, black, without comorbidities, came to the mastology service of Antonio Pedro Universitary Hospital in August 2016 with a five-centimeter tumor in the union of upper quadrants of the right breast, with an evolution of one year and core biopsy showing a ductal invasive carcinoma (T2N0M0). The patient was referred to a neoadjuvant systemic treatment, where she had six sessions of FAC (Fluorouracil, Adriamycin and Cytoxan) with partial pathological response.

In February 2017, there was still some palpable mass, very close to the skin, of about 2-3 centimeters. She was, then, submitted to a breast conservation surgery with resection of the tumor and the skin above, complemented by a dermoglandular rotation flap, the Burow’s triangle (Figures 1, 2 and 3). The tissue removed showed a 2,5x2,5x2,5-cm tumor with free margins and eight negative lymph nodes.

DISCUSSION

The use of primary systemic treatment or neoadjuvant systemic treatment (NST) has been accepted as the treatment of choice for patients with locally advanced disease. It is usually used in breast cancer patients with three purposes: to improve surgical options (several randomized trials have shown tumor’s downstage and decreased number of mastectomies), to obtain information on response (early response after two or three cycles of chemotherapy has been shown to be a predictor of pathological complete remission and might, therefore, serve as a predictor of long-term outcome) and to obtain long-term disease-free survival (absence of all viable tumor tissue is considered to predict the complete eradication of distant micro metastatic residual diseases).

Several studies in early tumors, has showed no significant difference in survival when conservative surgery is chosen over a radical approach. Van Dongen et al. showed no difference in 10-year follow ups of tumors of up to five centimeters in overall survivor and distant metastasis free-survival. Locally advanced tumors are still a controversial subject. Larger tumors require larger resections which can affect breast symmetry and often leads to a mastectomy, especially when the tumor is located in the upper quadrants, where defects are more difficult to repair.

Figure 1. Breast tumor and Burow’s triangle draw.

Figure 2. Sequency: defect after tumor and skin resection; replacement of the tissue and closure; defect closed after tissue displacement.
Oncoplastic techniques have been growing bigger in mastology the past few years and shown as an alternative to mastectomies in larger tumors. It applies reconstructive techniques for wider excisions to remodel the breast and maintain its symmetry. It allows wider resections with wider negative margins and better aesthetic satisfaction.

Rietjens showed that there was no difference in the disease’s outcomes when using oncoplastic techniques after 74 months of follow-up. Also, other papers demonstrated no difference in overall survivor, loco-regional recurrence and quality of life using oncoplastic techniques and reinforced the fact that it is possible to take away more tissue than usual without losing breast symmetry.

Broecker and Regano used patients submitted to neoadjuvant therapies and oncoplastic techniques and compared prognostic factors. In both cases, there was more indication of conservative surgery with no increase in positive margins, re-excisions and ipsilateral recurrence. Regano et al. displayed better aesthetics satisfaction and Broecker et al. showed no difference between disease specific survival and completion mastectomy rate in five years. These studies demonstrate oncoplastic surgery safety after neoadjuvant therapy.

Breast cancer treatment requires a multidisciplinary approach and evaluation of patients’ expectancies. An immediate reconstruction allows for anatomy maintenance, preserving the inframammary fold and more of the breast’s native tissue.

Immediate reconstructions using tissues rearrangements have less complications and better aesthetic results than those using larger flaps such as the dorsal one.

The Burow’s operation was first described in the early nineteenth century to facilitate the movement of flaps. The Burow’s wedge/triangle flap is a surgical maneuver used to close triangular defects. It has been widely used to close facial defects. The tumor is resected from a primary triangle and the tissues from the areas beyond the sides of the wound are mobilized to close the primary defect.

When used to repair upper breast tumor resection defects, the tissue displacement area provides good axillary approach with no need for a secondary incision.

Although the use of Burow’s technique is great to correct upper tumor defects after resections of the tumor and the skin above, it can displace the nipple and areola. Thus, using this technique assumes comparison with the contralateral breast and, if necessary, repositioning the areola about 1 centimeter in the opposite direction of the resection.

This technique has many variants and can be of great use in patients with upper quadrant tumors, who want to maintain the breast’s aspect and symmetry and have no desire of operating the contralateral breast. The only negative point of this operation is the scar, which is large and can disturb some patients.

Oncoplastic techniques can greatly enhance the number of options in breast cancer surgery, avoiding the old quadrantectomy-mastectomy rule and offering patients new perspectives. The greatest reason for a patient to choose mastectomy without reconstruction is their fear of cancer recurrence. The best antidote to this fear is to offer good conservative options that are both safe and cosmetically sound.

CONCLUSION

Breast cancer therapy requires a multidisciplinary approach, especially when it comes to locally advanced tumors. Neoadjuvant systemic therapy has been shown as the treatment of choice for these patients, once that it helps to predict a tumor’s prognosis and allows better surgical options once the tumor is downstaged.

Surgical options, once we use oncoplastic techniques, are safer and more aesthetic, since they allow greater tissue removal and better margins while maintaining breast symmetry.

In this scenario, we can reduce mastectomy rates in locally advanced tumors, offering patients better results without jeopardizing oncological safety. In order to do so, training in oncoplastic surgery is necessary, so that better surgical techniques can be applied and aesthetic results can be maintained without reducing quality of life and local control, optimizing operative time, and reducing adverse effects and costs.
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